Comments Received in Response to the Q.4 of the Mini Survey

Q4. How frequently do you access E-Books (excluding the Electronic Journals)?

1. less than monthly, once or twice in months

2. I highly dislike e-books.

3. Doing homework for physics and calculus

4. only once

5. Textbooks are what should be used entirely.

6. One class required us to purchase them through an outside source other than the library.

7. I've only used one e-book, then it was removed and I had to borrow a friends book. I haven't used e-books since.

8. Only if you count Chegg.com

9. maybe twice a year
10. Did not know that they had e-books

11. used everyday or night for studies, my textbooks are e books

12. I use them occasionally.

13. I never access E-Books

14. As mentioned above, very frequently.

15. In order to do readings assigned for a class.

16. I used several winter quarter but this quarter I only used one for calc

17. I had only used the e-book for one class so far. Since then, I haven't needed to access the e-books.

18. Access books unrelated to major, i.e: fiction, books for personal enjoyment, etc.

19. My own personal collection of ebooks

20. E-textbooks save my back by all being on my laptop instead of carrying lb of books every day.
21. I use both the book and the journal online resources

22. Again I don't really go to the Library

23. I do not like having to tote my laptop around.

24. never used one from campus